Members of the B7/CD28 family of immune checkpoints, such as CTLA-4, PD1 and PDL-1, play critical roles in T cell regulation and have emerged as promising drug targets for cancer immunotherapy. Utilizing Compugen's predictive discovery platform, we identified novel members of this family that may serve as immune checkpoints. The therapeutic relevance of these proteins was confirmed following the validation of their immunomodulatory properties and their expression in various cancers. Here we present results obtained for two of our novel B7/CD28 family members: CGEN-15001T and CGEN-15022. Fusion proteins, consisting of the extracellular domain of the predicted proteins fused to an IgG Fc domain, display robust inhibition of T cell activation and therapeutic effects in T-cell driven animal models, EAE and CIA. The Fc fused protein of CGEN-15001T also showed enhancement of iTregs induction. Immunohistochemistry studies on a variety of healthy and malignant tissues indicate expression of both molecules in various types of epithelial and hematopoietic cancers, with each protein showing a unique expression pattern. Expression was also detected on tumor infiltrating immune cells. Based on their immunomodulatory activity and expression in malignant and immune cells, CGEN-15001T and CGEN-15022 show potential as targets for cancer immunotherapy.
